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May 2013 Software Resource Guide
Have a look at some solutions related to engineering, estimating, and
management software.

Software Resource Guide: Design & Engineering Software, BIM, Estimation Software, Business/Service/Sales
Management Software.

Nest
Meet the second generation Nest Learning Thermostat.
It’s compatible with 95% of 24V systems and even has
software designed to make high efficiency systems shine.
True Radiant gives radiant customers even heat and a
predictable schedule, Heat Pump Balance automatically
helps heat pump customers save, and Airwave can
dramatically reduce AC runtime up to 30% while still

keeping customers cool, sources report. Best of all, customers can control Nest from
their phone, tablet or laptop with a free app. They can turn up the AC, tweak their
schedule or see their 10-day energy history from anywhere. certified.nest.com     circle
158

Dexter + Chaney
Dexter + Chaney releases its new Spectrum project management software.  It’s available
as part
of the suite of applications that comprise the company’s
Spectrum Construction software product line.  

The Spectrum Project Management application covers
numerous project management functions, including job cost
and progress reporting, project logging, submittal and RFI
tracking, and project document storage and sharing.  
dexterchaney.com     circle 159

Fresh-Aire UV
Fresh-Aire UV has developed Blue-Calc, a UV-C light design
and analysis service using state-of-the-art sizing software for
HVAC engineers and contractors. Blue-Calc’s unique web
service provides calculations of both airborne and cooling coil
surface microbe disinfection efficiencies from UV-C light
exposure and generates detailed color chart and graph image

printouts for building owner presentations.
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